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The perturbation of the free surface of an ideal, infinitely deep liquid located in a uniform gravitational field 

caused by the vertical motion of a thin vortex ring is found in the small-wave approximation. 

LET A thin vortex ring of radius R and intensity r move normal to the free surface of an ideal ponderable fluid 
which occupies the half-space z<O. At all times, the centre of the vortex ring is located on the z axis of a 
cylindrical system of coordinates {r, CX, z}. If the intensity r is not too great and the vortex ring is located at a 
sufficient depth, then small-amplitude waves will develop on the free surface of the fluid. At the same time, the 
boundary conditions [l] 

aQ+gs=o, @r=S,, @rr+BOr=O (1) 

are satisfied in the plane z = 0, where S = S(r, (Y, t) is the deviation of the free surface from its unperturbed 
position z = 0. 

We shall seek the velocity potential in the form Q = @i + cp, where @i is the velocity potential which is 
induced in an unbounded medium by a vortex ring of the same intensity as that being considered, which is 
symmetrically located with respect to the z = 0 plane and the function cp is harmonic everywhere in the flow 

domain and is independent of the coordinate (Y by virtue of the symmetry of the problem 

Aq=q+r+r-‘q~r+(~z,=O (2) 

It follows [2] from the explicit expression for the velocity potential which is induced by the thin vortex ring 
that @, = 0 when z = 0. If, at the initial instant of time, t = 0, S = 0 and S, = 0, then we find from the boundary 
conditions (1) that 

cprr+g%I*=o=-lu(r; R. HI. cP*lr-0. I-0=-u@; R,,HI). (PIJ1=ll. ,=.=(I (3) 

where 2n 
a@, 

I 

T‘R 
IA==- =- 

as 1-O 2n r 
(R-r cos 6)dO 

o (P+Rs+rQrR cos 8)‘fi 

is the vertical component of the velocity which is induced in the z = 0 plane by vortex rings of intensity r with 
their centres at the points z = -tH, and Ro and Ho are the radius of a vortex ring and the distance from it up to 

the surface of the fluid when t = 0. 
Let us now apply a zeroth order Fourier-Bessel transformation to the function cp 

00 

Equation (2) is then transformed into the equation F,,--p*F = 0. Substitution of its solution, 
F = B (p, t) exp (pz), which decays when z+ - m , into the Fourier-Bessel transformed conditions (3) leads to 
the problem 

Br,+gpB=-gu, BI r=o=-Uo/p, Bt 1 r=r,=O 
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where U is the Fourier-Bessel transform of the velocity u a,nd U0 = U/,=o. The solution of this problem can be 
written in the form 

Using the inverse Fourier-Bessel transformation, we find 

(5) 

I = Jexp(pz>lo(v) Jut(p; R(E), ~~))cosGi+-~)~dt dp 
0 0 

Everywhere in the flow domain, Aqi = 0 and ~~p~/&],=~ = --u. On the other hand, the velocity potential Qz, 
which is induced in the lower half-space by a vortex ring of intensity -2F with its centre at a point z = H, is a 
harmonic function when zC0, which satisfies the boundary condition &Dz/8zj,=, = -u. It follows from this that 
the velocity potential of the entire flow Cp = @a +f, where @a is the velocity potential induced by the vortex ring 
of intentity-F being considered, which is located symmetrically about the z = 0 plane, and the second termfis 
directly associated with the development of surface waves. 

Hence, the velocity of the vortex ring which moves normal to the free surface consists of a self-induced 
velocity [l] V = [I’/(47rR)][ln(8Rla-0.291 (a is the radius of the vortex tube of the ring), the velocity induced 
by a “mirror” ring with an intensity of the opposite sign, and the velocity in the bulk of the fluid which is caused 
by the motion of its free surface. 

The expression for the shape of the free surface 
m 

follows from (1). When account is taken of (4), this can be written in the form 
OI * 

s2 J 17, &iJoW J U,(P; R(C), ~Wsinh’;j;;-E) Idt dp 0 (6) 
If the vortex ring is located at a sufficiently great depth (H+R), the effect of the “mirror” vortex and the 

surface waves on its motion can be neglected and it can be assumed that it occurs at a constant velocity V when 
R = R. = const according to the law H(t) = Ho- Vt. Under these conditions, u=TRo2(H2+ r2)-3’2 which 
corresponds to the Fourier-Bessel transform [3] U = TRo2exp(-pH)lH, while expression (6) becomes 

expl-pHjl(e) lsW’i&-&I Id& dp (7) 

By applying the mean value theorem to the inner integral (7) and making use of the asymptotic formulas in 
[4], we find that 

s= l-VI?&* 
6H(t,) +gte2 1 
-.--------_~ 

where t* E [0, t] is a certain intermediate instant of time. 
Profiles of the free surface at t = 1,2, and 3 seconds (curves 1-3 respectively) found from formula (7) using a 

digital computer are shown in Fig. 1 for the case of a vortex ring with the parameters: R = 5 cm, a = 0.1 mm, 
I = 2&r x 10V3 m2/s (VzO.1 m/s) which is located at the initial instant of time at a depth Ho = 1 m. The 
development of surface waves occurs against a background of a rapidly increasing elevation of the free surface 
in the very large neighbourhood of the point r = 0 [for example, S(0) 232 X lo-’ m when f = 5 s]. This may be 
explained by the occurrence of a vertical flow which is created by the vortex ring during its upward motion. 
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FIG. 1. 
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